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in the Era of Application
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ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Important activities have been carried out in Europe in the field of Electric Propulsion
over the last few years and the "Era of Application" for this space technology can be considered
as already started. On the other hand, the use of electric propulsion as a major key enabler for
the future European space missions is based on the choices that will be made in the following years
and on the effort that is currently dedicated by the groups of people working in this field. The
present paper describes the development status of the different electric propulsion technologies
in Europe, by paying particular attention to the programmes oriented towards flight experiments
and applications and to the activities devoted to research and development, which are at the base
of the future advancements in this field. The relations between these programmes and the
activities carried out in the same field outside Europe are highlighted, with specific mention to
the possible flight experiment and applications. In addition, a short description of some non-
propulsive applications of Electric propulsion in Europe is also presented in the paper.

Introduction almost all the classical aspects of this technology. On the base
of the typical classification of the electric propulsion concepts,

Electric propulsion has emerged all over the world as a major the European involvement can be summarized as follows:
enabling technology for present and future space missions.
Electric thrusters have been investigated and flight tested by * Electrostatic Propulsion: Ion Engines, Stationary Plasma
the USA, the former USSR and latterly by Japan since the Thrusters, Field Emission Electric Propulsion Thrusters.
1960's, but only in the 1980's the increased masses and * Electrothermal Propulsion: Arcjets, Resistojets, Power
lifetimes of the satellites being developed, together with the Augmented Catalytic Thrusters.
greater electrical power available on-board, made the opera- * Electromagnetic Propulsion: Magneto Plasma Dynamic
tional use of electric propulsion even more attractive. Thrusters.
In addition, in the very recent years some important events
have increased enormously the interest in electric propulsion Electric propulsion activities are being carried out in many
among the possible users. As an example, while the extent and European countries, somewhere at a level of industrialization
considerable success of the Russian electric propulsion pro- and application, somewhere with a particular attention to the
gramme has become more widely recognised, the ideaof using R & D aspects, as a base for further advancements in this field.
this technology in a near term on board different types of Tab.1 shows a list of the principal companies and research
satellites has become more and more concrete. The evidence centres working in Europe on Electric Propulsion.
of the past flight applications of the most highly developed
Russian system, which have no counterpart in the West, the
Stationary Plasma Thrusters (SPT), has been able to renew the Ion Thrusters Plasma TuMPDs

Plasma Thruster.
interest in electric propulsion almost everywhere.
Furthermore, electric propulsion is now considered as baseline
for some American space missions for what concerns the * DASA (D) BPD (1)
spacecraft control operations and Japan and Europe are also U. OEL (") CENTROSPAZIO ()

approaching the flight operational phase for this promising FIAR () ANSALDO Ricerch ()
tchnnlnovy Univ. Rome )technology. * MATRA-MARCON I (UK)

Europe is deeply involved in electric propulsion and activities * CULHAM Lab. (UK) DASA (D)

in this field have been sponsored by the European Space PHLPS o. ( L) SN (D)
Agency and in the framework of the different National Space Univ. Souhampton (UK)
Programmes over the last two decades and more. * SEP (F) Uv. Sohampon (UK)

The field of interest of Europe in electric propulsion covers CENTROSPAZIO (I) * SEP (F)
* BRADFORD (NL) Aerospallale (F)

# Princpal authors - see Acknowledgments for a full list of co-authors Tab. 1 Electric Propulsion: Who is doing What in Europe
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The most recent activities carried out in Europe in electric Anevaluationof the telemetry data showed that most probably
propulsion are presented in the following pages, with aparticu- the problem was due to a failure in an electrical connection
lar attention devoted to the ones started after the last Interna- between the RF-coil and the thruster'.
tional Electric Propulsion Conference in Viareggio (I) .
The subjects are presented following the three distinct, but not In summary the RITA experiment was successful, although it
necessary isolated propulsion concepts presented before, dis- was not possible to reach the foreseen numbers of hours of
tinguished by the physical process used to convert the electric operation. The experience from this experiment, documented
energy into kinetic energy. Within each concept, the activities in a volume of telemetry data (see Fig.2), will be considered in
are presented per lines of development and per countries, the design and development of RITA for the application on
Some informations are also provided at the end of the paper on ARTEMIS.
the most important non propulsive applications of electric
propulsion currently in use or under investigation in Europe. In addition the following points have been demonstrated:

- The operational parameters are in accordance with the data
ELECTROSTATIC THRUSTERS collected during ground tests

- The design of the thruster is able to survive the launch loads
Ion Engines - The automatic control of the thruster parameters was suc-

cessful
Ion Propulsion Assembly for EURECA - The thruster can be operated in the expected range of

operational parameters
In 1983 ESA offered test flight opportunities for payloads - The work load on the ground station is acceptable
mainly dedicated to microgravity experiments for the first - AninfluenceoftheRITAoperationonthespacecraftandon
flight of the European Retrievable Carrier EURECA; in addi- the other experiments has not been observed.
tion, some technological experiments not disturbing the
microgravity environment were also allowed to fly on
EURECA. For this reason, the German Radiofrequency loni-
zation Thruster, RIT-10, developed by DASA (Miinich-D)
and the University of Giessen (D), became one of the 14
payloads onboard EURECA-1, and the experiment was called
RITA (RIT-Assembly).

The RITA experiment for EURECA was space qualified and
delivered to ESA in 1989.
For this mission Xenon was set as propellant for safetyreasons
and according to the general trend of ion propulsion develop-
ment.
Fig.l shows the RITA flight hardware. It consists of the
thruster, the neutralizer, the power supply and control unit, the
RF-generator, the propellant tank and the flow control unit.
Due to the short direct contacts foreseen with the ground
station, the experiment was designed tooperate fully automati-
cally. Fig. 1 RITA Flight Hardware (courtesy DASA)
Budget limitations forced DASA to use heavy components for
the tank (diving bottle), for the flow control unit and for the
electronics so that the total experiment mass resulted in 40 kg. cJ,. , o ,, , ,
The power necessary for RITA operation was in the range,,, ,- *
between 260 W for 5 mN and 440 W for 10 mN of thrust "

The EURECA spacecraft was launched on 31 August 1992 by
the Space Shuttle. RITA was set in operation on 12 August r
successfully.
The thruster was operated in cycles with different thrust levels : .. .m 2* .. ... 1. a. ." .* M .*

according to the power available from EURECA that had to be ' i-,"
shared with the other experiments. Each cycle contained 1 I
hour of "stand-by" operation without thrust and 1.5 to 10hours
thrust with thrust levels between 6 and 10 mN.
During the flight test 212 hours of thrust within 140 cycles
have been achieved. ,.: ..: ". U . .
RITA has been switched off after this operation time because
it was no more possible to ignite the discharge in the thruster. Fig. 2 Example of Data Received by RITA during the Flight Test
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EURECA was brought back to earth at the end of June 1993.
The RITA hardware will be carefully dismantled from the
platform and then investigated. The failure will be repaired
and the experiment is planned to be operated for an additional
300 hours on ground at Giessen University.

Ion Propulsion Package for the ESA's DRTM Programme

Following the successful outcome of the 1992 Conference at
Ministerial Level on the future European space activities,
telecommunication activities embodied in the ESA's Data
Relay and Technology Mission (DRTM) Programme are "-
being pursued at full speed', with Alenia Spazio (I) in the role-
of ESA's prime contractor for both elements of the DRTM m

programme: DRS and Artemis satellites.
A drawing of the Artemis satellite is shown in Fig.3.
Artemis will act as a precursor on the DRS segment, with data Fig. 3 The Artemis Satellite (courtesy Alenia Spazio)

relay functions in optical communication as well as in S/Ku/
Ka bands. In addition, Artemis will carry a land-mobile improvements from the experience on the flight on EURECA
payload in L-band. In order to carry such a large and diverse will be implemented.
payloadcomplementand tobeabletoperform atleast 10years The mass breakdown of 1 RITA for Artemis will be:
of operations and still fit on a platform of attractive sizing for
a shared launch on a commercial vehicle like Ariane, a large - Power Conditioning and Control Unit 8.0 kg
mass saving is necessary on the propellant For this reason, ion - RF generator 1.3 kg
propulsion has been identified as a key enabler for this mis- - RIT 10 thruster 1.7 kg
sion, and both ion propulsion technologies developed in Eu- - Flow Control Unit 2.0 kg
rope, the German RIT-10 and the British UK-10, have been - RITA internal harness 1.5 kg
baselined to be used on Artemis as a fully operational and - Piping and supports 0.5 kg
redundant system.
The Ion Propulsion Package for Artemis is shown in Fig. 4. - Total RITA mass 1 thruster) 15.0 kg

For the application on Artemis, the RIT system as designed for The design of RITA for Artemis can be used on any commer-
EURECA will be simplified, the mass will be reduced and cial satellite later on. This goal will be achieved by simplifica-
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SM g. 4 Artemis Ion Propulsion Package
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Fig. 4 Artemis Ion Propulsion Package
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tion of the electronics because of the decrease of requirements propulsion system was baselined for the operational flight on
on accuracy and operational procedures. the Artemis satellite.
On Artemis 2 RIT thrusters will be mounted together with 2 The development and qualification activities are now being
UK-10 thrusters on a Ion Thruster Alignment Assembly carried out by Matra Marconi Space (MMS) UK Ltd. (Port-
(ITAA), shown in Fig.4. smouth), DRA and AEA Technology - Culham Laboratory
The thrust level for RITA on Artemis has been set on 15 mN. (Abingdon) ". The version of the T5 thruster for Artemis,
The expected total power input for 15 mN thrust will be less called UK-10, is funded by ESA via Alenia Spazio and it
than 600 W. consists of a triple grid system providing a thrust level of 18
The Breadboard Model Phase has been completed at the end of mN'.
1990 and the EM/EQM Phase will be finalized before the end Fig. 6 shows a 3-Dplot of the UK-10 beam profile as from data
of 1993. taken 1 m from the grids of the thruster operating at 25 mN.
The qualification life-time test of the RIT-10 thruster will be
carried out in the ESTEC Electric Propulsion Test Laboratory
and will begin this year.
The Power Supply and Control Unit for the RIT assembly for
Artemis is being developed by FIAR (I).
For what concerns the Neutralizer for the RIT system, the
development and qualification activities have been performed
by PROEL Tecnologie, under ESA/DASA contract'.
The qualification phase dealt with the following tasks:
- Improvement of the neutralizer design with respect to the

breadboard version life-tested at ESTEC
- Upgrading and tuning of all the fabrication procedures and

processes pit

- Validation of the neutralizer design through mechanical and

thermal analysis
- Fabrication of engineering qualification model units for

submission to qualification and acceptance tests
- Qualification tests on a EQM unit comprising: vibration at Fig.6 3-DPlotofUK-10Beam Profile (counesyDRA/CulhamLab)

qualification levels, activation, functional test and cycling,
start-up from cold temperature (- 60' C), final functional test The system for Artemis, as shown in Fig. 4, incorporates two

- Acceptance tests on 4 EQM including a vibration test at UK-10thrustersaswellasapropellantstorageanddistribution
acceptance level and mechanical/electrical checks after it assembly (PSDA) and a Power Conditioning and Control

The qualification of the neutralizer was successfully com- Equipment (PCCE).
pleted. For the UK-10 system for Artemis, MMS have designed a new
The device is shown in Fig. 5. PCCE based on the latest electronics technology ", as well as

a propellant supply system able to provide the three regulated
- Xenon flows required by the T5 thruster". Operation will be

S.... completely automatic.

I on Thrusters for Primary Propulsion Applications

As opposed to the concept of "secondary" electric propulsion
Swith applications like NSSK and thrust levels of the order of

10-30 mN, "primary" electric propulsion requires thrusts one
order of magnitude higher, i.e. 200-300 mN. The goal is to use
these thrusters on missions requiring extremely high velocity
increments (several kn/s), such as interplanetary missions.

-' *-.. -~ ' In 1984-86, under ESA/ESTEC funding and MBB subcon-
t racts, the 35-cm RIT-35 ion engine was performance-mapped

S with Mercury, Argon and Xenon at Giessen University (D).
SIn the same period in the United Kingdom DRA decided to

embark on the design of a thruster for primary-propulsion
Fig.S The RIT-10 Neutralizer (counesy PROEL Tecnologie) applications. The aim was to meet the requirements ofpossible

interplanetary missions and so a nominal thrust level of 200
The British Ion Propulsion System for NSSK of geostationary mN was selected, using Xenon propellant, leading to the UK-
satellites was originally developed in the 1970's by a team led 25, a thruster with a discharge chamber diameter of 25 cm.
by the Royal Aerospace Establishment of Farnborough (now Activities on primary propulsion were then left "pending" for
part of the Defence Research Agency, DRA) and it was called about two years, but it was then agreed to continue this work
T5 thruster'. The development has continued later until the on the basis ofaEuropean cooperation involving Germany, the
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United Kingdom and Italy. satellites, or "lightsat", in the range 300+800 kg of weight.
Under this scheme, a new thruster is being developed under The development programme includes both a technology
ESA's Technology Research Programme (TRP). The so- development, based on PROEL patents (the proposed baseline
called "ESA-XX" will be the design product of both German technology foresees an Electron Cyclotron Resonance process
and British experience accumulated in this field, the idea being for the discharge ignition) and an application mission assess-
to make use of the radio-frequency electrodeless discharge of ment (drag compensation, trimming of orbital parameters,
the RIT-35 " concept together with the simple and reliable grid station keeping, correction of orbit insertion errors, etc.)
system developed for the UK-25 "; Italy (PROEL) will provide
the neutralizer devices and the high-power electronics will be
also built in Italy. Stationary Plasma Thrusters (SPT)
Application of the ESA-XX thruster for deep space missions,
for example together with the Russian Topaz nuclear power European Activities on SPT
generator, are currently being studied.

In view of the demonstrated high efficiency of the Russian
Other R & D on Ion Propulsion in Europe SPTs, the capability of operating at specific impulses in a

range 1000+2000 seconds and the flight experience gained
A second version of the British T5 thruster, designated T5 IPS, over twenty years ", there has understandably been great
provides no formal space qualification and is intended for low interest from Western research and commercial organisations
cost experimental applications, such as the test of the Topaz in confirming the performance figures and evaluating the
nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) concept", performance for use on Western spacecraft1"'
This system is being producedjointly by the DRA and Culham
Laboratory'"' and uses a PCCE based on a concept originally In the United States, a team led by the JPL and NASA Lewis
developed by DRA in the 1970's, updated where appropriate. RC have successfully carried out the first part of a programme
The PSME is based on an original design by Culham Labora- measuring the performance of an SPT-100"'. The positive
tory, and incorporates inexpensive components which are not outcome of the test activity has created the base for an
formally qualified, agreement between Space Systems Loral (Palo Alto-USA),

Fakel Enterprises (Kaliningrad-Russia) and RIAME Institute
The Department of Aerospace Engineering of the Southamp- (Moscow-Russia) for the commercialization of the SPT-100
ton University (GB) has recently been awarded a SERC thrusters. The International company formed for this purpose
contract to identify alternative propellants for the UK-25 ion is called International Space Technology Inc. (ISTI).
thruster and to investigate experimentally the performance of
these propellants in a simulated UK-25 thruster. In Europe, much interest has also been aroused and a number
Xenon has been preferred so far as propellant for these kind of of evaluation efforts are proceeding in various institutions and
thrusters, since it has been shown to produce a stable dis- aerospace companies.
charge, high thruster efficiency and long thruster life whilst In France SEP (Villaroche) is developing and testing in col-
avoiding the environmental contamination problems of other laboration with the MIREA Institute of Moscow an SPT-70
propellants, like Mercury. Mk II ", which will be a significantly improved version with
In recent years it has become apparent that the high cost and respect to the current generation of stationary plasma thrusters
limited availability of Xenon could impose serious constraints that have flown in Russia since 1971.
on future use of ion thrusters. Cheaper, more readily available The thruster is composed by three main elements:
propellant need to be found if ion thrusters are to realise their
full potential. It has been suggested that although suitable * A toroidal ionization and acceleration channel, made of an
alternative propellants may lead to a reduction in thruster insulating ceramic material
performance, they may well reduce overall mission cost and * A magnetic circuit, comprising several coils, magnetic
therefore increase the areas of opportunity for ion propulsion. screens and pole pieces
An initial study of candidate propellants has been completed * A hollow cathode.
and indicate that Krypton gas and organic compounds are the
most promising alternative propellants". The workalso shows A schematic of the SPT Mk II is shown in Fig. 7.
that operating with a combination of Xenon and Krypton can Inside the toroidal channel are an anode and a Xenon gas
give improved thruster performance, compared to operation distribution device. Xenon is fed to the thruster by two flow
with Krypton alone, while taking advantage of the relatively control valves and restrictors, one for the anode and one for the
low cost of Krypton. cathode. The thruster operates by using an axial electrostatic
A vacuum system has been designed and constructed and is field to accelerate Xenon ions, while eliminating space charge
now ready for integration and testing. effects by accelerating these ions in a neutral plasma. The

neutral plasma is obtained by allowing electrons to drift inside
PROEL Tecnologie (I) has received a commitment from the the accelerating channel. The magnetic field has two different
Italian Space Agency (ASI) for the development of innovative functions: first, it enhances the probability of electrons ioniz-
ion propulsion technologies finalized to the realization of a ing Xenon neutrals; secondly, it helps minimize the electron
new generation of low thrust ion thrusters ". The application current toward the anode, thus increasing the thruster's effi-
scenario for such size of thruster is mainly referred to small ciency. The ionization, acceleration and ion beam focusing
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processes all take place in the toroidal channel. Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP)
The hollow cathode provides the electrons for ionization and
plasma neutrality balance, as well as the electrons to ensure Microthrust FEEP Thruster Activities
beam neutralization in space.

JPL and European scientists are currently working on SAGIT-
TARIUS (Space-borne Astronomical Gravitational-wave Inter-

OMwS ferometer to Test Aspects of Relativity and Investigate Un-
known Sources) mission which has been presented to NASA

7 1 i amB and ESA (to the next medium-sized scientific mission pro-
*no aM * -- ~ gramme, called M3, of the European Agency) in parallel

--- during this year. The first direct detection of gravitational
Si- waves from galactic binary stars and the opening of the Low

' Frequency gravitational wave window will be the main goals
S [- of this mission.

o E . '*8 Six spacecraft located in a circular earth orbit at an altitude of
\ E, smetan 600 000 km and linked by laser beams will form the detection

umo , *system of SAGITTARIUS 2 (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7 Schematic of SPT Mk I (courtesy SEP) _j r

Compared to the conventional ion thrusters currently under 6 4,i *
study, the SPT Mk IIis claimed to offer significant advantages
which have been summarized in Tab.2.

SPTMk II Other Ion Earth ,
Thrusters /

(reference)
------------------------- S/C rbit ' *.. . ...-- "'

Number of Cathodes 1 2
Number of Power Supplies 2 2 4
Acceleration Voltage [V] 5 350 1000+1500
Ion Beam Density [mA/cm'] 50+100 4+6 Fig. 8 SAGITTARIUS Mission Concept
Specific Power [W/mN] < 16 30+40
Thrust [mN] 80 10+25 Each spacecraft of the SAGITTARIUS mission will make use

Accel. Grid Short Circuit No Risk Likely of one accelerometer and several FEEP thrusters as main
Erosion Products Dielectric Metallic components of the reaction and attitude control system. The

unique capability of the FEEP system to achieve thrusts in the
Tab.2 Advantages and Characteristics of SPT Mk I Ion Thruster range 1pN+00Ni has been pointed out by the SAGITA-

RIUS mission team as a main reason for the final choice of this
The SPTMk II is designed for stationkeeping of geostationary electric propulsion system.
satellitesand SEPwilldeliver the complete propulsion subsys- The SAGITTARIUS mission provides a unique opportunity
tem for this type of application, for FEEP to be employed for first time in an application that
SEP has scheduled an endurance test on one model by the end can not be covered by any other technology. Therefore the
of 1993 and will concurrently draw up the detailed design for FEEPactivitieshave been reorientedtowards the development
a flight model, of a microthrust level system, in order to reach as soon as
Qualification is expected by the end of 1995. possible the flight qualification level.

ESA/ESTEC, CENTROSPAZIO (Italy), SEP (France) and
In addition to the previous mentioned activities, theoretical BRADFORD(TheNetherland)areinchargeofthemicrothrust
and experimental analysis of SPT operation are being carried FEEP system current testing and development.
out by SEP in collaboration with the Moscow Aviation Insti- New emitters of small size have been developed at ESTEC
tute (Russia) and PROEL Tecnologie (Italy) ". (Fig.9) and are being tested in the ESTEC Electric Propulsion

Test Laboratory".
Finally, Aerospatiale (Cannes -F) has investigated the impacts The expected lifetime in space has not been determined,
of electric propulsion on the design of telecommunication however a systematic attempt will be made to determine the
spacecraft and how to design a satellite so that all character- lifetime and an endurance test of one year will take place at
istic of electric propulsion are combined at best ". Definition ESTEC. Non optimal tests demonstrate that laboratory life-
of test and flight plans for the qualification of SPT are also time are in excess of one month in continuous operation and at
conducted by Aerospatiale in combination with SEP and ISTI. least 106 firings in pulsed mode.
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ELECTROTHERMAL THRUSTERS

Arcjets

Low-power Arcjet Technology

Testing of low-power arcjets is ongoing in Italy at both BPD
Difesa e Spazio (Colleferro) and CENTROSPAZIO (Pisa)
under ESA and Italian Space Agency (ASI) sponsorship"'
The testing activities at CENTROSPAZIO are focused on

S 1 2 3 4 cm  operating envelope definition and parametric performance
mapping using Nitrogen, Hydrogen and mixtures of these
gases". The test activities at BPDinclude parametric perform-
ance mapping using Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Ammonia and mix-
tures of these gases, testing with catalytically decomposed
Hydrazine and endurance testing n.

Fig. 9 Microthrust FEEP Emitter Fig. 10 shows the low-power arcjets, designated MOD-A and
MOD-B, which are being investigated. Both engines are

From the point of view of the system", low current and power designed to simulate the thermal characteristics of flight-type
neutralizer concepts are being studied by CENTROSPAZIO engines and have been designed to enable simple change-out
and SEP: hollow cathodes and field emission electron sources of the anode, cathode and gas injection piece for parametric
are being evaluated. testing.
New feeding system concepts are being considered as part of The ongoing programmes include advanced development for
the activities carried out by CENTROSPAZIO and SEP under the low power arcjet thruster at BPD and CENTROSPAZIO.
ESTEC contract This possible feeding system consists of a This engine development efforts include design and thermal
shaped reservoir, directly connected to the emitter blades, analysis, additional parametric testing and endurance testing
requiring no external force to drive the propellant to the lit As with on/off cycling. The development activities will be centred
the amount of propellant required is only a few grams, it seems on testing with decomposed Hydrazine although supporting
possible to manufacture a self-contained, integral reservoir. tests with gas mixtures are planned at both the laboratories
The Power Conditioning and Control Unit (PCU) will provide under ASI and ESA sponsorship.
the adequate voltage and current levels to the different subsys- In addition to the development activities performed so far,
tems of the FEEP thruster and will act as interface with the BPD recently licensed low power arcjet technology from
spacecraft power and data buses. CENTROSPAZIO and OLIN Rocket Research Company. The basis of the license is
BRADFORD Engineering are in charge of the design, manu- the fully qualified MR-508 low power, Hydrazine arcjet sys-
facture and testing of a FEEP dedicated PCU. tem. The main focus at BPD in the near future is to build and

qualify this system for use on European satellites.
Other Activities on FEEP Thrusters A low-power arcjet flight test has also been taken into consid-

eration in Italy, and the DIVA experiment has been tentatively
In addition to the activities oriented to the microthrust levels, accepted as one of the Columbus Precursor Flight Experi-
tests on FEEP emitters as developed in past are still being ments and it is currently scheduled for launch on the
carried out in order to increase the knowledge on the modes of EURECA-3 platform . The DIVA experiment, Fig. 11, is
operation of this propulsion concept expected to demonstrate the readiness for flight applications of
FEEP thruster have been extensively tested for reliability and the above mentioned low-power arcjet and the delta-V and on/
reproducibility of thrust levels at ESTEC, SEPand CENTRO- off cycling characteristics needed forNSSK; in addition it will
SPAZIO in both pulsed and continuous proportional modes". verify the system operating procedures, will measure and
Studies on Field Emission Propulsion are also carried out at the characterize the propulsion system/spacecraft interactions and
University of Vienna". will validate the ground test data. The near-term activities

CENTROSPAZIO (I) BPD Difesa e Spazio (1) DASA IRS (D)

Fig. 10 Low-power arcjets developed in Europe
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includedetaileddefinitionoftheexperimentandidentification Moreover, in addition to simulating steady-state conditions,
of alternative carrier options since re-flights of the EURECA the simulator is capable of reproducing transient conditions,
platform are not sure. such as those encountered at the start-up or in a high-to-low

mode transition.

\ Within the framework of a national development programme
a 1+ -2 kW thermal arcjet with Hydrazine propellant has been

.. designed and built in Germany by IRS (Stittgart) and DASA-
ERNO (Bremen)". A prototype thruster, shown in Fig. 10, is
being investigated at IRS with an HN Ngas mixture. Hydra-

.b zine tests are performed at the DASA-ERNO facility in Trauen.
Decomposer life cycle tests are underway in automatic mode
using a 1 hour on / 0.5 hour off duty cycle at flow rates of 30
to 60 mg/s.
The engineering model of the low power arcjet (ARTUS II)
has been "rn-in" for ten hours (including tests in Trauen)
using H/N, gas mixture.

" An engineering model electronics unit has been completed at
DASA and is at present undergoing start-up tests ' . The unit is
based on a full bridge design. The mass and dimensions of the

Fig. 11 The DIVA Experiment unit have been significantly reduced in comparison with the
previous breadboard design. Dimensions are 340 x 260 x 90

The PCU of the Italian low-power arcjet is developed by mm and weigh approx. 7.5 kg.
SEPA, a company of the FIAT group, under ASI contract". Performance mapping tests are planned in the near future with
Together with Ansaldo (Genova), subcontractor to SEPA for the engineering model decomposer and arcjet together with the
the development of the Power Subsystem of the PCU, SEPA electronics unit. These tests will use a pendulum balance to
has developed breadboard of a PCU capable of working in a provide a complete mapping of the performance of the com-
constant-current mode or in a constant-power mode, the latter plete arcjet system.
being more desirable when operating an arcjet system. A derated version of this thruster is foreseen for a flight
The breadboard incorporates many control features that are application. An OSCAR satellite P3-D (Orbital Satellite Car-
usually missing in laboratory PCUs, but are required on flight- rying Amateur Radio) of AMSAT (Amateur Satellite Organi-
qualified units, such as supervisory logic, safety and monitor- sation) will be launched with the second ARIANE 5 test flight
ing circuitry and start-up sequencer, in April 1996 and on this mission an IRS thermal arcjet will be
The qualification of a flight unit is expected in about two years. installed forposition acquisition". The 700 + 800 W arcjet will
In parallel with the development of the breadboard of the PCU, use Ammonia propellant for safety reasons on ground. A
SEPA developed an arcjet static simulator", capable to pro- diagnostic package is foreseen for the observation and control
vide a load to the PCU in the preliminary testing in the of the thruster performance. The power supply will be pro-
laboratory. vided by the University of Marburg, Germany.
The Simulator is based on a mixed analog digital design
(Fig.12), allowing a greater flexibility in the storage and Other Activities on Low-power Arcjets
reproduction of different voltage vs. current characteristics,
many of them difficult to reproduce with a real arcjet In addition to what described so far, activities are also being

performed in Italy to define a near-term mission scenario for
the low-power arcjets currently being developed. BPD, with
support from SEPA and CENTROSPAZIO, began the de-
tailed definition of a low power arcjet propulsion subsystem

.. -under the sponsorship of the Italian Space Agency (ASI) ''.
The first phase of work consisted of defining a Reference

__Mission representative of the first likely application for a low
power arcjet system in Europe. This was accomplished by

Snr. conducting a review of upcoming European missions and
S- spacecraft. A mission/spacecraft survey was issued to various

I. -, European agencies and companies asking for information on
, their market thoughts for the period 1995 to 2005. The re-

S sponses were analysed and traded along with information
available in the literature. The missions which could benefit
from the use of arcjet propulsion system were identified. The

- . next phase of the study included developing a set of arcjet
system specifications and requirements based on the con-

Fig. 12 Arcjet Static Simulator Block Diagram (courtesy SEPA) straints imposed by the chosen reference mission. The subse-
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quent and final phase of system activities, which is ongoing, is In the 10+30 kW range different versions of a modular water
focused on developing preliminary flight designs of each of cooled laboratory model were tested with various propellants
the primary arcjet propulsion subsystem components and for basic research and as prototypes for the radiation cooled
interfaces. The components being considered include arcjet, thermal arcjet shown in Fig.13. The optimization of the arc
gas generator, power conditioning unit (PCU), interconnect- conditions within the nozzle region is of great importance for
ing power cable, propellant feed system (PFS), basic diagnos- the development of a thermal arcjet
tics and arcjet mission management system (AMMS). The A water cooled segmented thruster with windows in the nozzle
critical development needs and issues will be identified and a region was used for the experimental investigation of the arc
development plan established, which will enable arcjet sub- conditions in this region".
system development through ground qualification by the mid- In the past, only little experience had been gained with thermal
nineties, arcjets in the power range above 30 kW. Therefore a develop-
As another task within the ASI-sponsored systems study, ment programme started at IRS in 1989 to investigate the
SEPA under subcontract to BPD, has studied the types diag- possibility of achieving higher exit velocities by raising the
nostics which could be employed on a satellite ". These power level.
diagnostics can be separated into two groups: basic and ad- With a water cooled model of a high power hydrogen thermal
vanced. Basic diagnostics would be employed forany applica- arcjet, high exit velocities of up to nearly 15 km/s were
tion of an arcjet subsystem since they are used for subsystem demonstrated.
control andhealth monitoring. This activity includes a detailed Most recently, the construction of a radiation cooled 100 kW
study of the available sensors to meet these needs. Advanced device has been completed (Fig.14). First experiments show a
diagnostics denote those which would be used on a scientific significant increase in thrust efficiency .
mission to explore arcjet subsystem operation in space and its
effects on the satellite environment Advanced diagnostics
could include measurements of thrust (accelerometers), mass
flow rate (thermistor or Coriolis force type sensor), exhaust * r Ha O H u

.. - Coiooe inultor Housing
gas species velocity and temperature (laser diode), plume a .-- w. , *%" 'iW).

shape (camera), electron density and temperature (Langmuir
probe), particulate contamination (solar cell witness plates and
QCMs), EMI (Langmuir probe and antennas) and residual
magnetic field strength (fluxgate sensor).-
One method which could be used to improve the long-term
stability of arcjet operation and increase the specific impulse
(by enabling lowermass flow rate operation) is through the use
of an applied magnetic field. Centrospazio initiated work in tmwt in~dtin nogi Inctodr dk Anaod
thisarea in Italy by supplying an axial magnetic field within the W - ,4o .-) 'm t . a)

MOD-A arcjet nozzle using electromagnet current coil"e. Tests
were conducted where the current coil was supplied by the
same power source as the arc and with an independent power
source. Fig. 13 Radiation Cooled Medium-Power Arcjet (courtesy IRS)
Both methods showed performance advantages. In order to
examine a more flight-oriented configuration using a perma-
nent magnet, Ansaldo designed an built an insulated perma-
nent magnet for applied-field testing with support from
Centrospazioand BPD ",'. This work was conducted under the
sponsorship of ASI through a subcontract with BPD as a
separate task within the systems study activities discussed
above. Ansaldo designed and built the insulated permanent
magnet assembly and Centrospazio was responsible for the "
testing activity.
Studies and experimental activities are also performed by
CENTROSPAZIO and ESTEC on the performance of arcjets
with different propellants and on their application to possible
mission concepts with very low-power availability d.

Medium/High-power Arcjet Technology

Fig. 14 High-Power Arcjet HIPARC (courtesy IRS)
In 1992 a programme was started at IRS (D), under a NASA Fig. 14 High-Power Arje ARC (couesy IRS)

grant, to investigate high specific impulse thermal arcjets in Testing of 1N thrusters (15 kW-class) is under way at BPD (1)
the power range of 2+7 kW, with Ammonia and Hydrogen through the sponsorship of ESA ". Current activities include
propellants. Radiation and regeneratively cooled versions are parametric testing of different advanced laboratory models,
under study". radiation-cooled engines with different propellants including
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hydrogen, ammonia and gas mixtures to simulate Hydrazine. The cylindrical thruster has shown significantly lower dis-

Start-up unit optimization and welding and brazing technol- charge voltages, if compared to the nozzle type thrusters and

ogy development for the future qualification models are also is therefore designed for much higher current levels, leading to
carried out at BPD. high magnetic thrust levels. During these first tests of the ZT3
The plumes of both low- and moderate-power arcjets have thruster up to a current level of 13 kA, no significant increase
been investigated at BPD using emission spectroscopy 3'. This of the discharge voltage could be seen.
technique is employed since it is non-intrusive and can provide The development of self-field nozzle type thrusters towards
information on many flow properties including exhaust spe- very high exhaust velocities is limited by an unstable regime
cies identification, axial and transverse velocity distributions characterized by a strong increase of voltage and current/
and under certain conditions, the species temperature distribu- voltage oscillations beyond a certain limiting operational
tions and relative concentrations. parameter. To find the physical mechanisms for the onset of

these performance limiting instabilities, an extensive experi-
mental and theoretical research programme is in progress at

ELECTROMAGNETIC THRUSTERS IRS since several years.

MPD A pulsed, multi-MW MPD thruster with cathode heating
system has been developed at CENTROSPAZIO (I) under

MPD Thruster Technology ESA contract, in order to obtain a correct experimental repro-
duction of the continuous operation of an MPD thruster in a

Two types of MPD thrusters are under development at IRS quasi-steady, pulsed mode, by simulating not only the electric
(D), the nozzle type thruster DT with a diverging discharge and flow characteristics, but also the realistic temperature
area downstream and the cylindrical thruster ZT". condition of the electrodes and, in particular, of the cathode".
Fig.15 shows the configuration of the DT2 thruster with 24 The prototype has a ring anode configuration and the cathode
mm throat diameter and the DT6thruster. is heated by means of an electrical arc established between an

internal electrode and the inner surface of the cathode itself.
Fig.17 shows the MPD thruster during the cathode warming-

T.w.rwth 17.6 w" anodse up phase.
The experimental activities at CENTROSPAZIO include also
measurements of the plasma parameters and comparison of the

"l T g results gathered with those obtained under cold electrode
conditions". To this purpose, plasma diagnostics based on the

-_ _ _ - _

Fig. 15 Nozzle-Type MPD Thruster (counesy IRS)

The performance of the two thrusters mentioned before andof
the ZT3 type are compared in Fig.16, at a mass flow rate of
about 3 g/s Argon.

m3 s flow rate oran:
O DT2 2.8 g/s

0 DT6 2.8 g/s
DT2 0 o zr 3.0 /8

z 20- c o DT6
0 0

0

10- o o0 W

0 2 4 6 i 10 12 14

Current [ kA ]

Fig. 16 MPDs Thrust Performance at IRS Fig. 17 MPD Cathode Heating Up (courtesy CENTROSPAZIO)
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use of electrostatic (Langmuir) and B-probes as well as optical surfaces (contamination of solar cells or thermal blankets).
techniques have been used in the experiments. In addition, Some heating problems could possibly also arise. Another
cold electrode tests were carried out on a thruster with the same risk is related to the interaction with radio waves. If the
geometrical configuration as the hot cathode thruster. In both plasma is dense enough, the cut-off (plasma) frequency
cases, Argon propellant was used. becomes sohighas to reach the frequency used for commu-

nications.
MPD thrusters with solid propellant are under study at the - cold plasma (in Arcjets and from charge-exchange in ion
University of Rome. The activities have been focused on the thrusters): this plasma will surround the spacecraft and lead
study of basic physical processes in MPD thrusters, by means to the neutralization of surfaces, if dense enough. Biased
of diagnostic analysis based on double and triple Langmuir surfaces (e.g. solar arrays) are expected to draw some
probes, current from it and may induce arcing at high voltages, as
Recently, a study on coaxial solid propellant MPD thrusters observed for high voltage solar arrays in the LEO plasma.
with segmented anodes has been started. The anodes are The same wave perturbation as previously can also arise.
formed by several elements electrically isolated and fed sepa- - Electro Magnetic Compatibility: the thruster is obviously
rately". a source of e.m. noise both radiated and conducted, from
A schematic of the thruster under test is shown in Fig.18. the discharge chamber and the plasma plume, due to

plasma instabilities, for example. It is of primary impor-
tance to assess this noise level and its propagation to
sensitive components.

It is clear that electric thrusters/spacecraft interactions essen-
tially deal with new plasma interactions both stationary and
transient.
For optimized system design, Matra-Marconi (Toulouse -F) is
involved in the development of powerful simulation tools for
the accurate and multi-purpose analysis of EMC risks on
spacecraft. The TDAS-EMC framework is the result from this
effort and, supported by ESA, is now used in many companies.
Up to now, radiated EMC problems could be generally limited
to vacuum propagation and coupling. However, with electric
thruster, new situation where the plasma environment plays an
essential role in the EMC configuration are now studied.
Starting from simulations developed to analyse electro-static

Fig.18 Solid Propellant MPDThruster (courtesy Rome University) discharges and nuclear weapon interactions, new codes are
under integration in the TDAS-EMC framework in order to
allow electric thruster/spacecraft interactions to be analysed in

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING the most general way.
Preliminary calculations in axi-symmetry geometries indicate

Analysis of Thruster Performances and Interactions that the numerical scheme performs well and permits to gain
already some insight into E.M. fields and leakage currents to

Thruster / Spacecraft Interactions be expected.

The specificity of an electric thruster is to use high electrical Thruster Performances and Behaviours
power, with either high currents (Arcjets) or high voltages (Ion
Thrusters), leading to the production of charged particles CENTROSPAZIO has been developing models for arcjet
ejected as a plasma plume. Due to the presence of neutrals, thruster performance prediction and arcjet propulsion subsys-
even in the case of high velocity primary ions (ion thrusters), tem optimization. The arcjet thruster performance model is
charge-exchange collisions will give rise to a cold plasma based on the solution of the complete set of Navier-Stokes
which accumulates around the spacecraft. equations in two dimensions. The model includes viscous and
It is therefore possible to distinguish the following thrusters compressible effects and uses an explicit Mac Cormack pre-
"outputs", with their associated interactions with spacecraft dictor-corrector scheme for the non-orthogonal grid of the
systems: fluid flow. The chemical model assumes local thermodynamic
- neutral plume: similar to conventional thrusters in Arcjets equilibrium with energy and density evaluated as functions of

(contamination, perturbing forces and momentum); pressure and temperature. The electrical conductivity is in-
- low density Xe in ion thrusters (no contamination, no cluded in the chemical model and is evaluated as a function of

force); temperature, pressure and composition. Transport coefficients
- high velocity ions (only in ion thrusters): the main problem are evaluated for a mixture simulating Hydrazine. The flow

comes from the sputtering of impacted surfaces, either temperature boundary conditions are derived from a thermal
from the thruster itself or from other parts of the satellite, analysis of the engine which agrees with the experimental
This sputtering causes erosion of some surfaces (effects on temperature measurements "
the thruster life time) and may lead to redeposition on other For the design of thermal arcjets, a primarily analytical calcu-
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lation method has been established at IRS, which is basically phere of Titan have been performed. A development pro-
a three-channel model available for Hydrogen, Nitrogen and gramme for a plasma source which can be used for the
Ammonia propellant ". simulation of Martian atmospheric conditions is also foreseen.
In addition, a numerical analysis of the high power arcjet
developed at IRS started in 1992, sponsored by the German Atomic Oxygen Simulation
Research Society (DFG). The axisymmetric viscous flow will
be calculated by means of a Finite Volume code derived from The University of Southampton (GB) has been investigating
acode used tocalculate MPD thrusters. A chemistry model for rarefied gas flows in connection with its work on the effects of
hydrogen will also be included, atomic oxygen on spacecraft for many years ".

The original source of the gas was a thermal arcjet but the most
Analytical studies of MPD thruster performance and instabil- recent work uses an MPD device. Work with these devices,
ity onset have been also carried out at IRS in collaboration which provide a rarefied flow representative of the LEO
with MAN Technologie (Miinchen - D) and have shown that environment, has resulted in an accumulation of experience
a decrease of radial heat loss in the throat region due to high which is applicable to the use of arcjets and MPDs.
magnetic field effects leads to an unstable arc behaviour.
A systematic investigation of instabilities using a linear dis-
persion relation based on an extensive four-fluid plasma
model yielded the appearance of an electron acoustic wave
instability, transferring energy from electrons to neutrals, and
a modified space charge instability.
A nonlinear development of the space charge instability leads
to current chopping and thus is considered as an explanation
for the performance limiting instabilities". - -

NON-PROPULSIVE APPLICATIONS

Spin-off of Electric Propulsion Technologies

Plasma Contactors

As a spin-off of the hollow cathode technology developed for Fig. 18 MPD for Wind Tunnel Application (courtesy IRS)

the ion engine neutralizer, PROEL Tecnologie (I) has devel-
oped a plasma contactor under ASI contract ". The engineer-
ing phase of the device is in progress and several application Acknowledgements
are envisaged for this kind of device, the most relevant being:
- spacecraft/space stations absolute and differential charging The contribution of the following co-authors is gratefully

alleviation acknowledged:
- tethered systems current loop closure for power and thrust

generation. Andrenucci M. University of Pisa
More recently, also ESA has awarded acontract to PROEL for Auweter-Kurtz M. IRS
a demonstration test of the plasma contactor technology, with Balaam P. Matra-Marconi Space
reference to the absolute charging. Bassner H. DASA-Manchen

Deininger W. BPD Difesa e Spazio
Plasma Wind Tunnels Detoma E. SEPA

Gonzalez del Amo J. ESA/ESTEC
As a spin-off of the experience gained with plasma thrusters Grob K. University of Giessen
two plasma wind tunnels have been built at IRS for the Fearn D. DRA
qualification of thermal protection system materials (TPS) for van Holtz L. ESA/ESTEC
re-entry vehicles. Several plasma generators are under devel- Kinnersley M. DASA-Bremen
opment for this application. At present, both wind tunnels are Kutufa' N. PROEL Tecnologie
equipped with magnetoplasmadynamic sources as shown in Marcuccio S. CENTROSPAZIO
Fig. 19. With a wind tunnel equipped with an MPD generator Martin A. AEA Culham Lab
the first phase of re-entry, i.e. high specific enthalpy and low Matticari G. PROEL Tecnologie
stagnation pressure, can be simulated. This is of great impor- Paccani G. University of Roma
tance for the material qualification due to the oxidation behav- Paganucci F. CENTROSPAZIO
iour of the candidate materials under these conditions. Perdu M. Aerospatiale
Within these plasma wind tunnels most of the qualification Scortecci F. CENTROSPAZIO
experiments for the TPS for HERMES, German capsule Soubeyran A. Matra-Marconi Space
projects and for the entry of the Huygens probe in the atmos- Tatnall A. University of Southampton
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